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WEB DEVELOPER

I consider myself a very persistent, active and enthusiastic 
person who finds satisfaction in problem-solving environments. 
In addition, I love learning new things every day to keep myself 
updated in this evolving world.
Passionate about building world class web applications and 
mobile apps.
Hard-working web developer with a flair for creating elegant 
solutions in the least amount of time.

EXPERIENCE

Fullstack Developer - Freelancer
Remuno.com UK (remote)
I had worked on a brithish startup that is helping ecommerces accept 
crypto payments. We developed a panel for merchants to see their 
earnings and tools to set up their payments system.
As a fullstack developer, I worked on backend, frontend and server 
managemnet.

Fullstack - React - NodeJs

Android Developer - Freelancer
Shu�er App Remote
One of the biggest projects I have done as a freelancer is the 
development of a social media app for Android devices. It is related to 
short content videos similar to the TikTok app. Developed in Kotlin and 
Java

Android
Kotlin & Java

C# backend developer
Aqua eSolutions Spain
In the Spanish tech firm Aqua eSolutions, I got the chance
to build a handful of different enterprise software such as
ERP, CRM, cloud solutions and bots. The main
technology that we used here was C# and LinQ

Backend

IT Business Analyst
ALTAIR Consulting NY, USA
Summer internship in New York, working on business prediction models 
for the Santander bank. I was a Visual Basic Developer that helped 
interpret large amounts of data

Business Analyst

EDUCATION

Bachelor's degree in Computer Science
Pompeu Fabra University Spain

STRENGTHS

Communication
I have always stood out because of my 
communication skills

Improvement
In the this era of rapid change and 
evolution, the best way to keep up is by 
learning new things everyday

PASSIONS

Revolutionary startups

Hiking and Climbing

SKILLS

React Vue Kotlin HTML/CSS

Javascript REST API SQL Python

Bootstrap Node Java C#

MongoDB AWS & Firebase Linux

LANGUAGES

Catalan Native

English Proficient

Spanish Native

www.enhancv.com
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Ferran Martinez
Fullstack Web & App Developer

github.com/ferranm99 Barcelona




